
RESOLUTION NO. SCV-183 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CLARITA VALLEY 
WATER AGENCY (1) AUTHORIZING AMENDMENTS TO THE SANTA CLARITA VALLEY 

WATER AGENCY'S LONG TERM WATER SUPPLY CONTRACT WITH THE DEPARTMENT 
OF WATER RESOURCES TO SUPPLEMENT AND CLARIFY WATER MANAGEMENT 

TOOLS REGARDING TRANSFERS AND EXCHANGES OF SWP WATER; AND (2) MAKING 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCY FINDINGS PURSUANT TO CEQA FOR THE FINAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE STATE WATER PROJECT SUPPLY 
CONTRACT AMENDMENTS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT, AND ADOPTING CEQA 

FINDINGS AND STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

WHEREAS, the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency has a long term water supply contract {SWP 
Contract) with the State of California Department of Water Resources (DWR) for the delivery of 
State Water Project (SWP) water; and 

WHEREAS, under the existing SWP Contract, water transfers are permitted in a limited and 
very specific manner, resulting in their infrequent use, and the parameters for exchanges of 
water, while allowed, lack specificity and clear guidance, which impede planning; and 

WHEREAS, the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency, along with other public water agencies with 
SWP Contracts {PWAs) conducted a series of public negotiations with DWR with the goal of 
agreeing on concepts to supplement and clarify the existing water transfer and exchange 
provisions of the SWP Contracts to provide improved water management; and 

WHEREAS, in June 2018, PWAs and DWR agreed upon an Agreement in Principle {AIP), 
which included specific principles to clarify and enhance the terms of the SWP water supply 
contract related to water transfers and exchanges to improve water management capabilities 
and PWA options; and 

WHEREAS, in October 2018, DWR circulated a Draft Environmental Impact Report (2018 
DEIR) that considered impacts related to the AIP, which at that time also included certain cost 
allocation sections for the California WaterFix project {WaterFix); and 

WHEREAS, in early 2019, Governor Newsom decided not to move forward with California 
WaterFix and DWR rescinded its approvals of the AIP project. The PWAs and DWR 
subsequently held a public negotiation and agreed to remove the WaterFix cost allocation 
sections from AIP, but to retain the water management provisions, and the AIP was finalized on 
May 20, 2019; and 

WHEREAS, the proposed amendment to the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency SWP Contract 
for consideration by the Board articulates in contract language the principles of the final AIP; 
and 

WHEREAS, DWR is the lead agency for the water management amendments, called the State 
Water Project Supply Contract Amendments for Water Management {Project), pursuant to 
CEQA (Pub. Res. Code§§ 21000, et seq.) and the State CEQA Guidelines {14 CCR§§ 15000, 
et seq.). As the lead agency, DWR is responsible for assuring that an adequate analysis of the 
Project's environmental impacts is conducted; and 



WHEREAS, on February 28, 2020, DWR issued a Partially Recirculated Draft Environmental 
Impact Report (DEIR) for the Project, which was circulated for public review for 94 days through 
June 1, 2020; and 

WHEREAS, DWR prepared a Final Environmental Impact Report for the Project, which included 
the DEIR, appendices, comments on the DEIR, responses to comments on the DEIR, and 
revisions to the DEIR (collectively, FEIR); and 

WHEREAS, on August 25, 2020, DWR certified the FEIR, adopted CEQA Findings of Fact and 
Statement of Overriding Considerations and approved the Project; and 

WHEREAS, the FEIR concluded that the Project would have significant and unavoidable 
impacts to groundwater hydrology and water quality, and cumulatively considerable and 
unavoidable impacts to groundwater supplies and subsidence. As such, DWR adopted CEQA 
Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the Project (attached as Exhibit 
"A); and 

WHEREAS, the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency and DWR propose to amend the Santa 
Clarita Valley Water Agency SWP Contract by approving the amendment attached as Exhibit 
"B" to this Resolution (Amendment), the environmental effects of which were studied in the 
FEIR; and 

WHEREAS, the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency is a responsible agency and has more 
limited approval and implementing authority over the Amendment than does DWR; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency, at its scheduled 
public meeting on November 4, 2020, independently reviewed and considered the FEIR, CEQA 
Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations, and other related documents and 
evidence in the record before it; and 

WHEREAS, all the procedures of CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines have been met, and 
the FEIR prepared in connection with the Project is sufficiently detailed so that all the potentially 
significant effects of the Project and the Amendment on the environment and measures feasible 
to avoid or substantially lessen such effects have been evaluated in accordance with CEQA; 
and 

WHEREAS, as contained herein, the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency has endeavored in 
good faith to set forth the basis for its decision on the Amendment. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Santa Clarita Valley 
Water Agency as follows: 

1. The above recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein by reference as an 
operative portion of this Resolution. 

2. Based on the above findings, the Board hereby approves the Amendment and authorizes 
the General Manger to execute it on behalf of the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency, which 
is incorporated herein and attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 



3. The FEIR prepared for the Project, which can be found at https://water.ca.gov/News/Public
Notices/2020/August/SWP-Water-Supply-Contract-EIR. is hereby received by the Board 
and incorporated herein by this reference 

4. Pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines section 15096 and in its limited role as a responsible 
agency under CEQA, the Board has reviewed and considered the FEIR, as well as DWR's 
certification of the FEIR and approval of the Project, and DWR's CEQA Findings of Fact 
and Statement of Overriding Considerations, and the Board incorporates those items 
herein by reference. As to those resources within the Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency 
power and authority as a responsible agency under CEQA, the Board exercises its 
independent judgment and finds that the FEIR contains a complete, objective and accurate 
reporting of the Amendment's impacts. 

5. Exercising its independent judgment, the Board concurs with the CEQA Findings of Fact 
and Statement of Overriding Considerations approved by DWR and hereby adopts those 
CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations, attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference. The Board further finds that there are 
no feasible mitigation measures or alternatives within its authority that would substantially 
lessen or avoid any significant effects that the Project would have on the environment, for 
the reasons explained in the FEI R. 

6. The Board concurs with the Statement of Overriding Considerations adopted by DWR and 
finds that the benefits of the Amendment outweigh the adverse environmental impacts not 
reduced to below a level of significance. 

7. The Board hereby authorizes and directs staff to file and have posted a Notice of 
Determination with the County Clerk and with the State Clearinghouse within 5 working 
days of the adoption of this Resolution. 

8. The documents and materials that constitute the record of proceedings for this Resolution 
are located at Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency, 27234 Bouquet Canyon Road, Santa 
Clarita, CA 91350, Attn: Board Secretary. 

Preside 

I, the undersigned, hereby certify: That I am the duly appointed and acting Secretary of the 
Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency, and that at a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of 
said Agency held on November 17 2020, the foregoing Resolution No. SCV-183 was duly and 
regularly adopted by said Board, and that said resolution has not been rescinded or amended 
since the date of its adoption, and that it is now in full force and effect. 

f:!tn d Jtvzt',1-, 1'}1/ 
Secreta y 

DA TED: November 17, 2020 



Exhibit "A" 

DWR's CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations 



Exhibit "B" 

Proposed SWP Contract Amendment 



EXHIBIT A 

CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of 
Overriding Considerations for the State Water 
Project Water Supply Contract Amendments 
for Water Management 

Section 1. Description of the Project 

The proposed project includes amending certain provisions of the State Water Resources 
Development System (SWRDS) Water Supply Contracts (Contracts). SWRDS (defined in Wat. 
Code, Section 12931 ), or more commonly referred to as the S WP, was enacted into law by the 
Bums-Porter Act, passed by the Legislature in 1959 and approved by the voters in 1960. The 
Department of Water Resources constructed and currently operates and maintains the SWP, a 
system of storage and conveyance facilities that provide water to 29 State Water Contractors 
known as the Public Water Agencies (PW As) t. The Contracts include water management 
provisions as the methods of delivery, storage and use of water and financial provisions for 
recovery of costs associated with the planning, construction, and operation and maintenance of 
the SWP. 

DWR and the PW As have a common interest to ensure the efficient delivery of SWP water 
supplies and to ensure the SWP's financial integrity. In order to address water management 
flexibility DWR and the PW As agreed to the following objectives: 

• Supplement and clarify terms of the SWP water supply contract that will provide greater 
water management regarding transfers and exchanges of SWP water supply within the 
SWP service area. 

The proposed project would add, delete, and modify provisions of the Contracts and clarify 
certain terms of the Contracts that will provide greater water management regarding transfers and 

I The State Water Project Public Water Agencies include Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation 
District (Zone 7), Alameda County Water District, Antelope Valley-East Kem Water Agency, City of Yuba City, 
Coachella Valley Water District, County of Butte, County of Kings, Crestline-Lake Arrowhead Water Agency, 
Desert Water Agency, Dudley Ridge Water District, Empire West Side Irrigation District, Kem County Water 
Agency, Littlerock Creek Irrigation District, The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Mojave 
Water Agency, Napa County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Oak Flat Water District, Palmdale 
Water District, Plumas County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, San Bernardino Valley Municipal 
Water District, San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District, San Gorgonio Pass Water Agency, San Luis Obispo 
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Santa Barbara County Flood Control and Water 
Conservation District, Santa Clara Valley Water District, Santa Clarita WA (Connerly Castaic Lake WA), Solano 
County Water Agency, Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage District, and Ventura County Flood Control District. 
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exchanges of SWP water within the SWP service area. In addition, the proposed project would 
not build new or modify existing SWP facilities nor change any ofthe PWA's annual Table A 
amounts.2 The proposed project would not change the water supply delivered by the SWP, as 
SWP water would continue to be delivered to the PW As consistent with current Contract terms 
and all regulatory requirements. The May 20, 2019 AIP is included as Appendix A of the 2020 
Partially Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR). 

Section 2. Findings Required Under CEQA 

CEQA requires that the lead agency adopt mitigation measures or alternatives, where feasible, to 
substantially lessen or avoid significant environment impacts that would otherwise occur. 
Mitigation measures or alternatives are not required, however, where such changes are infeasible 
or where the responsibility for the project lies with some other agency. (CEQA Guidelines, 
Section 15091, sub. (a), (b).) 

With respect to a project for which significant impacts are not avoided or substantially lessened, a 
public agency, after adopting proper findings, may nevertheless approve the project if the agency 
first adopts a statement of overriding considerations setting forth the specific reasons why the 
agency found that the project's "benefits" rendered "acceptable" its "unavoidable adverse 
environmental effects." (CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15093, 15043, sub. (b ); see also Pub. 
Resources Code, Section 21081, sub. (b).) 

In seeking to effectuate the substantive policy of CEQA to substantially lessen or avoid 
significant environmental effects to the extent feasible, an agency, in adopting findings, need not 
necessarily address the feasibility of both mitigation measures and environmentally superior 
alternatives when contemplating approval of a proposed project with significant impacts. Where a 
significant impact can be mitigated to an "acceptable" level solely by the adoption of feasible 
mitigation measures, the agency, in drafting its findings, has no obligation to consider the 
feasibility of any environmentally superior alternative that could also substantially lessen or avoid 
that same impact- even if the alternative would render the impact less severe than would the 
proposed project as mitigated. (Laurel Hills Homeowners Association v. City Cowicil (1978) 
83 Cal.App.3d 515, 521; see also Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford ( 1990) 
221 Cal.App.3d 692, 730-731; and Laurel Heights Improvement Association v. Regents of the 
University of California ("Laurel Heights f') (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 400-403.) 

In cases in which a project's significant effects cannot be mitigated or avoided, an agency, after 
adopting proper findings, may nevertheless approve the project if it first adopts a statement of 
overriding considerations setting forth the specific reasons why the agency found that the 
"benefits of the project outweigh the significant effects on the environment." (Pub. Resources 
Code, Section 21081, sub. (b); see also, CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15043, sudb. (b), 15093 .) 

2 The maximum amount of SWP water that the PW As can request pursuant to their individual water supply contract. 
annual Table A amounts also serve as a basis for allocation of some SWP costs among the contractors. 
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In the Statement of Overriding Considerations found at the conclusion of this exhibit, DWR 
identifies the benefit that, in its judgment, outweigh the significant environmental effects that the 
projects would cause. 

The California Supreme Court has stated that "(t]he wisdom of approving ... any development 
project, a delicate task which requires a balancing of interests, is necessarily left to the sound 
discretion of the local officials and their constituents who are responsible for such decisions. The 
law as we interpret and apply it simply requires that those decisions be informed, and therefore 
balanced." (Citizens of Goleta (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564.) 

In support of its approval of the proposed project, DWR's findings are set forth below for the 
potentially significant environmental effects and alternatives of the proposed project identified in 
the EIR pursuant to Public Resources Code, Section 2 I 080 and Section I 509 I of the CEQA 
Guidelines. 

These findings do not attempt to describe the full analysis of each environmental impact 
contained in the 2018 DEIR and 2020 RDEIR ( collectively referred to in this document as the 
DEIR). Instead, a full explanation of these environmental findings and conclusions can be found 
in the DEIR and these findings hereby incorporate by reference the discussion and analysis in the 
DEIR supporting the determination regarding the impacts of the proposed project. In making 
these findings, DWR ratifies, adopts and incorporates in these findings the determinations and 
conclusions of the DEIR and Final EIR (FEIR) relating to environmental impacts except to the 
extent any such determinations and conclusions are specifically and expressly modified by these 
findings. 

As described below and in the DEIR, there were two significant impacts identified for the 
proposed project and they were associated with groundwater hydrology and water quality. There 
were no mitigation measures identified in the DEIR to substantially lessen or avoid the potentially 
significant and significant groundwater resource impacts of the proposed project. Therefore, a 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program was not developed for the proposed project and is 
not included herein. 

Unless otherwise specified, all page references presented herein are to the 2020 RDEIR. 

2.1. Significant and Unavoidable Impacts 
The following significant and potentially significant environmental impacts of the project are 
unavoidable and cannot be mitigated in a manner that would lessen the significant impact to 
below the level of significance. Notwithstanding disclosure of these impacts, DWR elects to 
approve the project due to overriding considerations as set forth below in Section 7, the statement 
of overriding considerations. 
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Impact Category: Groundwater Hydrology and Water Quality 

Impact 5.10-1: The increase in groundwater pumping associated with changes in transfers and 
exchanges implemented by PW As could substantially deplete groundwater 
supplies in some areas of the study area. [p. 5.10-17 - 5.10-21] 

Finding. It is possible that transfers and exchanges of SWP water among the PW As could result 
in benefits to groundwater levels, as transferred or exchanged water could be used instead of 
groundwater supplies or this water could be used for groundwater recharge. However, it is also 
possible that transfers and exchanges from agricultural to M&I PW As could result in an increase 
in groundwater pumping resulting in a net deficit in aquifer volume or lowering the local 
groundwater table in some areas of the study area. DWR's conclusion is based on a program-level 
analysis, as there is uncertainty in the amount of groundwater use that may occur. 

Because the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) is in the process of being 
implemented and because the extent, location, and implementation timing of groundwater 
pumping associated with changes in transfers and exchanges implemented by PW As are not 
known, assumptions related to the ability of SGMA to mitigate any changes in groundwater 
levels are speculative. 

PW As could propose feasible mitigation measures to reduce significant impacts to less than 
significant in some cases, although it is not possible for DWR to conclude that feasible mitigation 
measures would be available to avoid or mitigate significant groundwater effects in all cases. Per 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2), implementation and enforcement mitigation measures are 
within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the 
finding. 

The extent, location, and implementation timing of groundwater pumping associated with 
changes in transfers and exchanges implemented by PW As are not known. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the potential increase in groundwater pumping could result in a net deficit in 
aquifer volume or lowering the local groundwater table. For these reasons, this impact is 
significant and unavoidable. 

Impact 5.10-2: The increase in groundwater pumping associated with changes in transfers and 
exchanges implemented by PW As could result in subsidence in some of the 
study area. [p. 5.10-22-5.10-25] 

Finding. It is possible that transfers and exchanges among the PW As could result in benefits to 
groundwater levels, as transferred or exchanged water could be used instead of groundwater 
supplies or this water could be used for groundwater recharge. However, it is also possible that 
transfers and exchanges from agricultural to M&I PW As could result in an increase in 
groundwater pumping in some areas of the study area causing subsidence due to a net deficit in 
aquifer volume or lowering the local groundwater table. Because the extent, location, and 
implementation timing of groundwater pumping associated with changes in transfers and 
exchanges implemented by PW As are not known, it is concluded that groundwater pumping in 
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some areas of the study area would cause subsidence due to a net deficit in aquifer volume or 
lowering the local groundwater table and the impact would be potentially significant. 

Because SGMA is in the process of being implemented and because the extent, location, and 
implementation timing of groundwater pumping associated with changes in transfers and 
exchanges implemented by PW As are not known, assumptions related to the ability of SGMA to 
mitigate any changes in groundwater levels or related subsidence are speculative. 

PW As could propose feasible mitigation measures to reduce significant impacts to less than 
significant in some cases, although it is not possible for DWR to conclude that feasible mitigation 
measures would be available to avoid or mitigate significant groundwater effects in all cases. Per 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2}, implementation and enforcement mitigation measures are 
within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the 
finding. 

DWR has no information on specific implementation of the transfers and exchanges from the 
proposed project and it has no authority to implement mitigation measures in the PW A service 
area. For these reasons, this impact is significant and unavoidable. 

Section 3. Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative impacts, as defined in Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines, refer to two or more 
individual effects that, when taken together, are "considerable" or that compound or increase 
other environmental impacts. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor, but 
collectively significant, actions when added to the impacts of other closely related past, present, 
or reasonably foreseeable future projects. Pertinent guidance for cumulative impact analysis is 
provided in Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines. 

The DEIR presents the cumulative impact analysis for the proposed project. Each impact 
discussion in the DEIR assesses whether the incremental effects of the proposed project could 
combine with similar effects of one or more of the projects identified in the 2020 RDEIR (p.6-2 -
6.14) to cause or contribute to a significant cumulative effect. If so, the analysis considers 
whether the incremental contribution of the proposed project would be cumulatively significant 
(p. 6-8 -6-14). 

DWR hereby finds that implementation of the proposed project would not result in physical 
environmental impacts on the following resource areas: hazards and hazardous materials; noise; 
population, employment and housing; public services and recreation; surface water hydrology and 
water quality; transportation; and utilities and service systems. Therefore, these resource areas 
would not contribute to a cumulative effect and would not compound or increase an 
environmental impact of these other projects. 

The cumulative impact analysis associated with the remaining resource areas (aesthetics, 
agriculture and forest resources, air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, energy, 
geology and soils, GHG, groundwater hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, and 
water supply) focused on six types of impacts that were identified as less than significant or 
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potential impacts of the proposed project that could contribute to cumulative impacts with the 
cumulative projects (Contract Extension Project, Monterey Amendment and Settlement 
Agreement, and Sustainable Groundwater Management Act Implementation) identified in the 
DEIR. The six types of impacts are impacts to groundwater supplies, subsidence, fallowing and 
changes in crop patterns, energy and Greenhouse Gas (GHG), reservoir storage, and surface water 
flow above or below diversions. Impacts associated with fallowing and changes in crop patters, 
energy and GHG, reservoir storage, and surface water flow above or below diversions were 
determined to be less than significant with no mitigation required. 

Related to groundwater supplies and subsidence, DWR hereby finds as follows: 

Groundwater Supplies and Subsidence 

Findings. The incremental contribution of the proposed project's effect on groundwater supplies 
and subsidence would be cumulatively considerable when viewed in connection with the effects 
of past projects, and current and probable future projects (as full implementation ofSGMA is not 
anticipated until 2040 or 2042). This cumulative impact would be significant. PW As may 
provide mitigation in their project-level analysis for exchanges and transfers. However, per 
CEQA Guidelines Section 1509l(a)(2), implementation and enforcement mitigation measures are 
within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the 
finding. 

Because DWR has no information on specific implementation of the transfers and exchanges 
from the proposed project and it has no authority to implement mitigation measures in the PW A 
service area, the cumulative impact would remain significant and unavoidable. 

Section 4. Significant Irreversible Environmental 
Changes 

According to Sections 15126, subd. ( c) and 15126.2, subd. ( c) of the CEQA Guidelines, an EIR is 
required to address any significant irreversible environmental changes that would occur should 
the proposed project be implemented. 

The proposed project would add, delete and modify provisions of the Contracts to clarify terms of 
the Contracts that will provide greater water management regarding transfers and exchanges of 
SWP water supply within the service area. The proposed project would not build or modify 
existing SWP facilities nor change each PW A's contractual maximum Table A amounts. The 
proposed project would amend and add financial provisions to the Contracts based on the 
negotiated Agreements in Principle between DWR and the PW As. Therefore, the proposed 
project would not result in the commitment of nonrenewable natural resources such as gravel, 
petroleum products, steel, and slowly renewable resources such as wood products any differently 
than under existing conditions, and there would be no significant irreversible environmental 
changes. 
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Section 5. Growth-Inducing Effects 

The CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2, subd. ( d) requires that an EIR evaluate the growth
inducing impacts of a project. As identified in CEQA Section 15126.2( d), growth inducement is 
not in and of itself an "environmental impact;" however, growth can result in adverse 
environmental consequences. Growth inducement may constitute an adverse impact if the growth 
is not consistent with or accommodated by the land use plans and policies for the affected area. 
Local land use plans, typically General Plans, provide for land use development patterns and 
growth policies that allow for the "orderly" expansion of urban development supported by 
adequate urban public services, such as water supply, sewer service, and new roadway 
infrastructure. A project that would induce "disorderly" growth (i.e., a project in conflict with 
local land use plans) could indirectly cause adverse environmental impacts. To assess whether a 
project with the potential to induce growth is expected to result in significant impacts, it is 
important to assess the degree to which the growth associated with a project would or would not 
be consistent with applicable land use plans. 

In California, cities and counties have primary authority3 over land use decisions, while water 
suppliers, through laws and agreements, are expected and usually required to provide water 
service if water supply is available. Approval or denial of development proposals is the 
responsibility of the cities and counties in the study area. Numerous laws are intended to ensure 
that water supply planning, including planning for water supply infrastructure, and land use 
planning (such as the approval of, or establishment of constraints to, development) proceed in an 
orderly fashion. 

The proposed project would not build new or modify existing SWP facilities nor change each 
PWA's contractual maximum Table A amounts. As discussed in DEIR Section 5.14, Population, 
Employment, and Housing, (p. 5.14-2 to 5.14-5) because there would be no new facilities built or 
existing facilities modified, no housing is proposed as part of the project or required as a result of 
it, nor would the project provide substantial new permanent employment opportunities. 
Therefore, the proposed project would not result in direct growth inducement. 

Because the proposed project would not result in the construction of new or modification of 
existing water supply storage, treatment or conveyance facilities it would not remove an obstacle 
to growth associated with water supply. 

As discussed in DEIR Section 5.3 Agricultural and Forestry Resources of the DEIR (p. 5.3-7 to 
5.3-9), it is possible that transfers from agricultural to M&I PW As could result in fallowing of 
agricultural lands and/or changes in crop patterns ( e.g., switching from high water-using crops to 
low water-using crops) in the study area. It is also possible that exchange of SWP water from 
agricultural to M&I PW As could occur. Hqwever, these transfers and exchanges and any 
associated fallowing of agricultural land and/or changes in cropping patterns in the study area 
would not be anticipated to change the existing agricultural land use designations because the 
land use would remain in agricultural use. Furthermore, additional water transfers or exchanges 

3 Although cities and counties have primary authority over land use planning, there are exceptions to this such as the 
CEC (with permit authority and CEQA lead agency status for some thermal power plant projects) and the CPUC 
(with regulatory authority and CEQA lead agency status for certain utility projects). 
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are not expected to substantially affect the acreage of land fallowed or put into dry farming 
compared to existing practices for other reasons ( e.g., market conditions, economic conditions, 
etc.). As a result, it would not be anticipated that there would be a change in land uses associated 
with delivery of S WP water supplies including, conversion of agricultural land uses to urban uses 
or increased developed uses in urban areas. 

While with the proposed amendments transfers and exchanges could be more frequent and longer 
in duration, they would not be a permanent transfer of a PW As annual Table A amounts; 
therefore, it would not represent a viable long-term source of urban water supply to support 
additional unplanned growth. Therefore, the proposed amendments would not result in additional 
water supply that could support growth over what is currently planned for in those jurisdictions 
and the proposed project would not result in indirect growth inducement. 

Furthermore, cities and counties are responsible for considering the environmental effects of their 
growth and land use planning decisions (including, but not limited to, conversion of agricultural 
land to urban uses, loss of sensitive habitats, and increases in criteria air emissions). As new 
developments are proposed, or general plans adopted, local jurisdictions prepare environmental 
compliance documents to analyze the impacts associated with development in their jurisdiction 
pursuant to CEQA. The impacts of growth would be analyzed in detail in general plan EIRs and 
in project-level CEQA compliance documents. Mitigation measures for identified significant 
impacts would be the responsibility of the local jurisdictions in which the growth would occur. If 
identified impacts could not be mitigated to a level below the established thresholds, then the 
local jurisdiction would need to adopt overriding considerations. 

Section 6. Alternatives 

DWR has considered the project alternatives presented and analyzed in the DEIR and presented 
during the comment period and public hearing process. DWR finds that these alternatives are 
infeasible. Based on the impacts identified in the DEIR and other reasons summarized below, and 
as supported by substantial evidence in the record, DWR finds that approval and implementation 
of the proposed project as proposed is the most desirable, feasible, and appropriate action and 
hereby rejects the other alternatives and other combinations and/or variations of alternatives as 
infeasible based on consideration of the relevant factors set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 
15126.6, subdivision (f). (See also CEQA Guidelines, Section 15091, subd. (a)(3).) Each 
alternative and the facts supporting the finding of infeasibility of each alternative are set forth 
below. 

Alternatives Considered and Dismissed from Further 
Consideration 
The alternative described below was rejected for further consideration (p 7-3 - 7-4). 

Implement New Water Conservation Provisions in the Contracts: Agriculture and urban 
water efficiency, conservation, and management measures are governed by the existing 
regulatory and legal requirements independent from the proposed project, including Assembly 
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Bill 1668 and Senate Bill 606. Additional water conservation measures in the Contracts would 
not provide greater water management regarding transfers and exchanges of SWP water as 
compared to the proposed project because water conservation is already required. Consequently, 
these actions are independent from the proposed project and do not meet the basic project 
objectives. Therefore, amending the Contracts to require implementation of agriculture and M&I 
water conservation measures was rejected, as these actions are required by state statute and are 
met by local water agencies under existing law. 

Summary of Alternatives Considered 
CEQA requires that an EIR describe and evaluate a range of reasonable alternatives to a project 
or to the location of a project that would feasibly attain most of the basic project objectives and 
avoid or substantially lessen significant project impacts. The purpose of the alternatives analysis 
is to determine whether or not a variation of the proposed project would reduce or eliminate 
significant project impacts within the framework of the project's basic objectives. 

The alternatives considered in the DEIR include: 

• Alternative I: No Project 

• Alternative 2: Reduce Table A Deliveries 

• Alternative 3: Reduced Flexibility in Water Transfers/Exchanges 

• Alternative 4: More Flexibility in Water Transfers/Exchanges 

• Alternative ?= Only Agriculture to M&I Transfers Allowed 

Alternative 1 : No Project 

Description 

CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6, subd. (e) requires consideration of a No Project Alternative. 
The purpose of this alternative is to allow the decision makers to compare impacts of approving a 
project with impacts of not approving a project. Under the No Project Alternative, DWR takes no 
action, and DWR and the PW As would continue to operate and finance the SWP under the 
current Contracts. 

Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility 

Alternative 1 would not meet the objective of the project because Alternative 1 does not provide 
greater water management regarding transfers and exchanges of SWP water supply within the 
SWP service area and as compared to the proposed project. In addition, impacts under Alternative 
1 would be similar but greater when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 1 could result 
in new potentially significant impacts associated with the construction and operation of new 
water supply facilities that were not identified for the proposed project. In addition, if alternative 
sources of water are not available, then the less than significant impacts identified for the 
proposed project could be potentially significant. 
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Alternative 2: Amending Contract to Reduce Table A 
Deliveries 

Description 

Under Alternative 2, as with the proposed project, DWR and the PW As would agree to amend the 
Contracts based on the May 20, 2019 AIP. However, unlike the proposed project, the Contracts 
would be amended to reduce annual Table A amounts proportionately for all the PW As. 

Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility 

Alternative 2 would not meet the objectives of the project because it would cause a reduction in 
delivery of annual Table A amounts proportional for all PW As and would not provide greater 
water management regarding transfers and exchanges. In addition, impacts under Alternative 2 
would be similar but greater when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 2 could result in 
new potentially significant impacts associated with the construction and operation of new water 
supply facilities that were not identified for the proposed project. In addition, if alternative 
sources of water are not available, then the less than significant impacts identified for the 
proposed project could be potentially significant. 

Alternative 3: Less Flexibility in Water Transfers/Exchanges 

Description 

Under Alternative 3, as with the proposed project, DWR and the PW As would agree to amend the 
Contracts based on the May 20, 2019 AIP. However, unlike the proposed project, the Contracts 
would not be amended to modify provisions of the Contracts and clarify certain terms of the 
Contracts to provide greater water management regarding transfers and exchanges of SWP water 
supply within the SWP service area. Some increase in flexibility of exchanges and transfers 
would be agreed to, but not all. For example, Alternative 3 would amend the Contracts to allow 
PW As to transfer carryover water in San Luis Reservoir, but only 20 percent of the carryover 
water (the proposed project allows for 50 percent), allow limited multi-year transfers of five years 
or less (the proposed project allows for up to the Contract term), and not allow use of Transfer 
Packages. In addition, unlike the proposed project, PW As would transfer water based on cost 
compensation established by DWR. Also, under Alternative 3, the Contracts would not amend the 
text in Article 56(f) regarding water exchanges to add provisions, such as conducting water 
exchanges as buyers and sellers in the same year and increasing the compensation allowed to 
facilitate the exchanges. Therefore, Alternative 3 would result in a similar or slightly less amount 
of water transfers among the PW As than the proposed project, due to the less flexibility in water 
transfers and exchanges. 

Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility 

Alternative 3 would meet the objectives of the project, but to a lesser degree because the water 
transfers and exchanges would not provide as much water management flexibility regarding 
transfers and exchanges. In addition, impacts under Alternative 3 would be similar but greater 
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when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 3 could result in new potentially significant 
impacts associated with the construction and operation of new water supply facilities that were 
not identified for the proposed project. In addition, if alternative sources of water are not 
available, then the less than significant impacts identified for the proposed project could be 
potentially significant. 

Alternative 4: More Flexibility in Water Transfer/Exchanges 

Description 

Under Alternative 4, as with the proposed project, DWR and the PW As would agree to amend the 
Contracts. However, unlike the proposed project, the Contracts would be amended to allow 
PW As more flexibility in water transfers and exchanges. Similar to the proposed project, PW As 
would be able to transfer carryover water in San Luis Reservoir, transfer water for multiple years 
without permanently relinquishing that portion of their Table A amounts, and transfer water in 
Transfer Packages. Similar to the proposed project, PW A would be able to transfer water based 
on terms they establish for cost compensation and duration, and store and transfer water in the 
same year. Unlike the proposed project that only allows for a single-year transfers associated with 
carryover water, Alternative 4 would allow transfers and exchanges to include up to 100 percent 
of a PW A's carryover in San Luis Reservoir and allow multi-year use of its carryover water in 
both transfers and exchanges. Similar to the proposed project, the proposed exchange provisions 
of the AIP would establish a larger range of return ratios in consideration of varying hydrology 
and also maximum compensation with respect to SWP charges and allow PW As to conduct 
additional water exchanges as buyers and sellers in the same year. 

Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility 

Alternative 4 would meet the objectives of the project. In addition, Under Alternative 4 the less 
than significant impacts associated with changes in flow including, adverse effects to special
status fish or terrestrial species, and water supply would be similar to the proposed project. 
However, similar to the proposed project, there is potential for Alternative 4 to result in a net 
deficit in aquifer volume, lowering of the local groundwater table, or subsidence in some areas of 
the study area with impacts that may be significant and unavoidable. 

Alternative 5: Greater Water Management - Only Agriculture 
to M&I Transfers Allowed 

Description 

Under Alternative 5, as with the proposed project, DWR and the PW As would agree to amend the 
Contracts based on the May 20, 2019 AIP. 

Unlike the proposed project, DWR and PW As would amend Contract provisions to allow the 
transfer of Table A water only from agricultural PW As to M&I PW As and not change any current 
Contract provisions for exchanges. Transfers from M&I PW As to M&I PW As, M&I PW As to 
agricultural PW As, and agricultural PW As to agricultural PW As would not be allowed. Similar to 
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the proposed project, PW As could transfer carryover water in San Luis Reservoir to PW As, 
transfer water for multiple years without permanently relinquishing that portion of their Table A 
amounts and request DWR's approval of Transfer Package; however, unlike the proposed project, 
these transfers would only be from agricultural PW As to M&I PW As. Similar to the proposed 
project, Alternative 5 would revise the Contract to allow the PW As to transfer water based on 
terms they establish for cost compensation and duration. An agricultural PWA would be able to 
store and transfer water in the same year to M&I PW As, and transfer up to 50 percent of its 
carryover water, but only for a single-year transfer to an M&I PW A (i.e., a future or multi-year 
commitment of transferring carryover water is not allowed). Under Alternative 5, the Contracts 
would not be amended to modify the text in Article 56(f) regarding water exchanges to include 
additional provisions, such as conducting water exchanges as buyers and sellers in the same year. 

Similar to the proposed project, Alternative 5 would not build new or modify existing SWP 
facilities nor change any of the PW A's contractual maximum Table A amounts. Also similar to 
the proposed project, Alternative 5 would not change the water supply delivered by the SWP as 
SWP water supply would continue to be delivered to the PW As consistent with current Contracts 
terms, including Table A and Article 21 deliveries. Operation of the SWP under this alternative 
would be subject to ongoing environmental regulations including for water rights, water quality 
and endangered species protection, among other State and federal laws. Also similar to the 
proposed project, Alternative 5 would not require additional permits or approvals. 

Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility 

Alternative 5 would meet some of the objectives of the project, but to a lesser degree because the 
water transfers and exchanges would not provide as much water management flexibility regarding 
transfers and exchanges. In addition, impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar but greater 
when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 5 could result in new potentially significant 
impacts associated with the construction and operation of new water supply facilities that were 
not identified for the proposed project. In addition, if alternative sources of water are not 
available, then the less than significant impacts identified for the proposed project could be 
potentially significant. 

Environmentally Superior Alternative 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 subd. ( e) requires the identification of an environmentally 
superior alternative to the proposed project. 

As presented in the DEIR, implementation of the proposed project would result in less than 
significant or no physical environmental impacts to all resource areas except for impacts related 
to groundwater supplies and subsidence, which are significant and unavoidable. 

Alternative 4 would result in similar impacts as the proposed project (e.g., net deficit in aquifer 
volume, lowering of the local groundwater table, or subsidence in some areas of the study area). 
Alternatives l, 2, 3, and 5 could result in impacts similar or greater (new potentially significant 
impacts associated with the construction and operation of new water supply facilities that were 
not identified for the proposed project) than the proposed project. Therefore, because the 
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proposed project and Alternative 4 would result in similar impacts and the other alternatives may 
result in similar or greater impacts, Alternative 4 was determined to be the environmentally 
superior alternative. 

Section 7. Statement of Overriding Considerations 

DWR hereby declares that, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, it has balanced the 
benefits of the proposed project against any unavoidable environmental impacts in determining 
whether to approve the proposed project. Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, if the benefits of the 
proposed project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental impacts, those impacts may be 
considered "acceptable." 

Having evaluated the reduction of adverse significant environmental effect of the proposed 
project to the extent feasible, considered the entire administrative record on the Project, and 
weighed the benefits of the proposed project against its unavoidable adverse impact, DWR has 
detennined that each of the following benefits of the proposed project separately and individually 
outweigh the potential unavoidable adverse impacts and render those potential adverse impacts 
acceptable based upon the following overriding considerations. The following represents the 
specific reasons to support this detennination based on the final EIR and infonnation contained 
therein. 

Water Transfers 
The proposed project would add, delete, and modify provisions of the Contracts and clarify 
certain tenns of the Contracts that will provide greater water management regarding transfers and 
exchanges ofSWP water within the SWP service area. 

The transfer provisions of the proposed project would facilitate the PW As ability to: 

• Transfer SWP water for multiple years and multiple parties without pennanently 
relinquishing that portion of their annual Table A amounts; 

• negotiate cost compensation and duration among the PWAs on a willing seller-willing buyer 
basis for water transfers; and 

• Transfer SWP water stored outside of the transferring PWA's service area to the receiving 
PW A's service area 

All these proposed transfer provisions would provide the PW As with increased flexibility for 
short-tenn and long-tenn planning and management of their SWP water supplies. The proposed 
project, however, would not include any change to the PWA's pennanent annual Table A 
amounts. 

Since the Monterey Amendment, DWR has approved short-tenn water transfers pursuant to 
Articles lS(a) and 41, and has administered the short-tenn Tum-Back Water Pool Program 
pursuant to Article 56 of the Contracts. The Tum-Back Water Pool Program allows a PWA to sell 
Table A water that it will not use, subject to certain conditions, for a set price that is either SO 
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percent or 25 percent of the Delta Water Rate for that year. DWR has also administered, on a 
demonstration basis, a multi-year water pool program for 2013-2014 and 2015-2016 that allowed 
PW As to participate in the two-year program as either a buyer or seller for each of the two years 
(a decision made at the beginning of each of the two-year programs) with greater compensation 
for the water than allowed under the Tum-Back Water Pool Program. DWR has allowed transfers 
of Table A water among two PW As with the same landowner in their respective service areas that 
do not include an exchange of money. 

The proposed project would remove all language related to the Tum-back Pool from the 
Contracts and, compared to the Tum-Back Water Pool Program where DWR established the price 
based on the Delta water rate, the proposed project would revise the Contracts to allow the PW As 
to transfer water based on terms they establish for cost compensation and duration. Also, in 
contrast to the Tum-Back Water Pool Program, a water transfer could be as long as the remainder 
of the term of the PW A's Contract. In addition, a PWA would be able to store and transfer water 
in the same year, and transfer up to 50 percent of its carryover water in San Luis Reservoir, but 
only for a single-year transfer (i.e., a future or multi-year commitment of transferring carryover 
water is not allowed). 

The proposed amendments would result in a greater amount of water transfers among the PW As 
than under the current Contract provisions. Based on past experience and discussions with PW As, 
most water transfers that occur due to the proposed amendments would occur among the PW As · 
located south of the Delta and would not involve additional export of SWP water from the Delta. 
Water transfers would be implemented using the existing physical facilities and existing 
operational and regulatory processes, including CEQA compliance. 

Water Exchanges 
The proposed project would amend the text in Article 56(t) regarding water exchanges to include 
additional provisions. The proposed exchange provisions of the AIP would establish return ratios 
(up to a 5:1 ratio) based on a consideration of varying hydrology and would set compensation 
based on a PWA's SWP charges. 

The proposed amendments would allow PW As to exchange carryover water in San Luis 
Reservoir, and exchange up to 50 percent of their carryover water in a single-year transaction 
(i.e., a future or multi-year commitment of exchanging carryover water is not allowed). The 
proposed provisions would also allow PW As to conduct water exchanges of carryover water as 
buyers and sellers in the same year. 

While DWR has approved water exchanges pursuant to Articles lS(a), 41, and 56(f), the 
proposed project would provide the PW As with increased flexibility for· short-term and long-term 
planning of water supplies. Under the proposed project, exchanges may be used more frequently 
to respond to variations in hydrology, such as wet years, and in single dry-year and multiple dry
year conditions. 
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Acronyms and Glossary 
AIP 

CEQA 

CFR 

Contracts 

DEIR 

DWR 
EIR 

FEIR 
PRC 

PWAs 

RDEIR 

SGMA 
swc 
SWP 

Agreement in Principle 

California Environmental Quality Act 

Code of Federal Regulations 

Water Supply Contracts 

Draft Environmental Impact Report 

California Department of Water Resources 

Environmental Impact Report 

Final EIR 
California Public Resources Code 

Public Water Agencies 

Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act 

State Water Contractors 

State Water Project 
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EXHIBIT B 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

AMENDMENT NO. «Amendment_No_WMT» (THE WATER MANAGEMENT 
AMENDMENT) 

TO WATER SUPPLY CONTRACT 
BETWEEN 

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AND 

«CONTRACTOR_up» 

THIS AMENDMENT to the-Wat~r Supply Contract is made this day of 
______ , 20 pursu~nt tp the provisions of the California Water 
Resources Development Bond Act, the Cen~ral Valley Project Act, and other applicable 
laws of the State of Cal_ifornia, betwee~ the Stat~ of Califon_,ia, acting by and through its 
Department of Wate_r: ReiQUJces, herei11 referr~d to a$ the "State," and «Contractor_lc», 
herein referred to as tt,e "«DistrictAgency_1».'!·· ·-. •, 
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RECITALS 

A. The State and the «DistrictAgency1 » entered into and subsequently amended a 
water supply contract (the 11contract"), dated «WSC_Execution_Date», providing 
that the State shall supply certain quantities of water to the «DistrictAgency1 » 
and providing that the «DistrictAgency1 » shall make certain payments to the 
State, and setting forth the terms and conditions of such supply and such 
payments; and 

B. The State and the «DistrictAgency1 », in an effort !0, manage water supplies in a 
changing environment, explored non-structural .§Qly}ions to provide greater 
flexibility in managing State Water Project (~)/VP,)J water supplies; and 

C. The State and the «DistrictAgency1 », in an- effort to support the achievement of 
the coequal goals for the Delta set fortti ih the Delta Reform Act, sought solutions 
to develop water supply managem~ntpractices to enha'nce flexibility and 
reliability of SWP water supplies whi~~ftne «DistrictAgencyt».i$ also 
demonstrating its commitment to expand. its wat~r $Upply portf(),liQ by investing in 
local water supplies; and _ · · 

D. The State and the «DistrictA~.encyt», in respe>Q$8 to the Governor's Water 
Resiliency Portfolio, wish to rruaintairt~;:ind diversify water supplies while 
protecting and enhancing naturat systeiTi~,Wi~houfchanging the way in which the 
SWP operate,s;: ·~ncj:__ ,. · , · 

E. The State and: the «Dist'rfQtAgency1:>tl!JUQht to create a programmatic solution 
through transfer$ Qr exch~nges of SW}) water supplies that encourages regional 
appr<>a~h~$ among: W.@ter.use.~ ~~aring1 \V~tersheds and strengthening 
partnerst\ips-with locaf: water ageulles, hti,gation districts, and other stakeholders; and '·,. · ·· ·-, ', 

F. Th·e.S~te and the ·«OiitrictAgen.cy1 », in an effort to comply with the Open and 
Transp_arent Water Data Platform Act (Assembly Bill 1755), sought means to 
create grea.t~r transp~rency in water transfers and exchanges; and 

"I'.. . ! . 

G. The State, ttie.«Oistri"ctAgency1 » and representatives of certain other SWP 
Contractors have}1Efgotiated and agreed upon a document (dated May 20, 2019), 
the subject of whictl is " Draft Agreement in Principle for the SWP Water Supply 
Contract Amendment for Water Management1' (the "Agreement in Principle"); and 

H. The Agreement in Principle describes that the SWP Water Supply Contract 
Amendment for Water Management "supplements and clarifies terms of the SWP 
water supply contract that will provide greater water management regarding 
transfers and exchanges of SWP water within the SWP service area"; the 
principles agreed to achieve this without relying upon increased SWP diversions 
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or changing the way in which the SWP operates, and are consistent with all 
applicable contract and regulatory requirements; and 

I. The State, the «DistrictAgency1 » and those Contractors intending to be subject 
to the contract amendments contemplated by the Agreement in Principle 
subsequently prepared an amendment to their respective Contracts to implement 
the provisions of the Agreement in Principle, and such amendment was named 
the "SWP Water Supply Contract Amendment for Water Management"; and 

J. The State and the «DistrictAgency1 » desire to imgh:~ment continued service 
through the contract and under the terms and c9r:ic;UJions of this "SWP Water 
Supply Contract Amendment for Water Manag~nr~nt"; 

/ . 
' ' 
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED that the following changes and 
additions are hereby made to the «DistrictAgency1 »1s water supply contract with that 
State: 

AMENDED CONTRACT TEXT 

ARTICLE 1 IS AMENDED TO ADD THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS, PROVIDED 
THAT IF THIS WATER MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT TAKES EFFECT BEFORE 
THE CONTRACT EXTENSION AMENDMENT TAKES l;.ffECT, THE ADDITIONS 
HEREIN SHALL CONTINUE IN EFFECT AFTER TH~~fNTRACT EXTENSION 
AMENDMENT TAKES EFFECT NOTWITHSTANDJ_NG·1THE CONTRACT EXTENSION 
AMENDMENT'S DELETION AND REPLACEME;_N"f'OF:.ARTICLE 1 IN ITS ENTIRETY: 

1. Definitions 
I . _,. ·. 

(au) "Article 56 Carryover.,W~ter" shall mean wa~e.r that the District 
elects to store under ArtieJ.e:-P6 in gr,oj~ct surface. ¢onservation 
facilities for g_glJ~ery in a su~se.gue9fyear or years:·· . 

ARTICLES 21 and 56 ARE DELEi"~Q,IN'·lfttEl~ ENTl~l;Jr AND REPLACED WITH 
THE FOLLOWING TEXJ: . \ . ..<., ... ·· ·.. ·._ .-

. - ' . ' . ,.• ~; ' '• ' ' 

_.... . ·~- -· ... . . \_ ·. " 
21. lnter.ruptlble W•te.r Servic~)~ ,/. 

' . \ 
.· "·, \ \ . 

(a) AH~.§.iltior:,1 ofJ~terruptl~I' Water 
' .. ~.... . . 

. ------ _ l;.~ch ·s,~~r~.fr~~-Wat~t~9"~-~®s available to the project, the State 
sn,lt make $1Yailable ancf~llocate interruptible water to contractors 
in a¢CQJdar1c~1Mtjth the procedure in Article 1 S(a). Allocations of 
interruptible watijr i.n any one year may not be carried over for 

·,. .. delivery{i)ta subs!quent year, nor shall the delivery of interruptible 
· '· .. ·· . water in ·-~y year impact the «DistrictAgency1 »'s approved 

··-._ d.eliveri~);,!)f Annual Table A Amount or the «DistrictAgency1 »'s 
· ·aUg~aliQtl)Of water for the next year. Deliveries of interruptible water 

in···e~~ss of the «DistrictAgency1 »'s Annual Table A Amount may 
be made if the deliveries do not adversely affect the State's delivery 
of Annual Table A Amount to other contractors or adversely affect 
project operations. Any amounts of water owed to the 
«DistrictAgency1 » as of the date of this amendment pursuant to 
former Article 12(d), any contract provisions or letter agreements 
relating to wet weather water, and any Article 14(b) balances 
accumulated prior to 1995, are canceled. The State shall hereafter 
use its best efforts, in a manner that causes no adverse impacts 
upon other contractors or the project, to avoid adverse economic 
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impacts due to the «DistrictAgency1 »'s inability to take water during 
wet weather. 

(b) Notice and Process for Obtaining Interruptible Water 

The State shall periodically prepare and publish a notice to 
contractors describing the availability of interruptible water under 
this Article. To obtain a supply of interruptible water, including a 
supply from a transfer of interruptible water, the «DistrictAgency1 » 
shall execute a further agreement with lhe State. The State will 
timely process such requests for ~~hgduling the delivery of the 
interruptible water. / 

(c) Rates 

For any interruptible ~a~r delivered pursuant to this Article, the 
«DistrictAgency1 » sh~a{ll;i;1~y the State the sam(f(including 
adjustments) for power 're§Qurces (lnc.luding on::~-.Y@duct, off
aqueduct, and._any other powe.r).Jn~prred in the trart$p9rtation of 
such water at.if$LJCh interruptt~l~iwater were Table AAmount 
water, as welf i$··alfincremental'·'Q.peration, maintenance, and 
replacement cosl$, ·antfan}! other'"incremental costs, as determined 
byJh~t~tate. TheJ~tate sttajtnot incli:Jd_ej~ny administrative or 
.CQ.ntm~preparatiotjt~harg@~ .. fiJ~t~m_entaUcosts shall mean those 

·i . rjOnpow~tr. ®Sts whi~f11 W9Y!th1ot'Be~_in9urred if interruptible water 
· .. were not scheduled fOf§ffdelivered to the «DistrictAgency1 ». Only 

tho~e ~on~~QtQ~S not p)~~ipating in the repayment of the capital 
. . - . costs~ot~~r,at.t:t,~a~I be r~~ired to pay any use of facilities charge 

.,- . -------~-,,:fQr __ ~he'cf~i~ery olin@:r:y~,t1QJe water through that reach. 
,.' •,,, .· :, --.. ~... . , .. _..... "'~ 

(d) Tra11ifers otJrat~rruptible Water 
·~ .. , ·, '··\ ·,~ 

(1) .,f:yJ~re La.Re, Basin Water Storage District, Empire West-Side 
lr~g~tion District, Oak Flat Water District, and County of 

'\ ' KinJs may transfer to other contractors a portion of 
-,.. / ihferruptible water allocated to them under subdivision (a) 

· · -, ··'.. Wflen the State determines that interruptible water is 
',.:,'available. 

(2) The State may approve the transfer of a portion of 
interruptible water allocated under subdivision (a) to 
contractors other than those listed in (d)(1) if the contractor 
acquiring the water can demonstrate a special need for the 
transfer of interruptible water. 
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(3) The contractors participating in the transfer shall determine 
the cost compensation for the transfers of interruptible water. 
The transfers of interruptible water shall be consistent with 
Articles 56(d) and 57. 

56. Use, Storage-of Project Water Outside of Service Area and Article 56 
Carryover Water 

(a) State Consent to Use of Project Water Outside of Service Area 

Notwithstanding the provisions of~fE! 15(a), the State hereby 
consents to the «DistrictAgenc¥,j2~;~l~ring Project Water in a 
groundwater storage prograrr.~J~ioje.$t~urface conservation 
facilities and in nonprojec!,,§!Jffa·ce stor~g~ facilities located outside 
its service area for late~~lis1tby the «Disffic:tAgency1 » within its 
service area and to tp~1::~itmstrictAgency1 >> ·tr~ferring or 
exchanging Project WaJ~,,outside its service"at~ci. consistent with 
agreements executed ung~r, this c9ntract. ·. ·· 

/ ;,, '-\;<?y·/:'::/;-
(b) Groundwat~t§lQ(~ge PrograJft.~f/ 

\\ ._i\.~ <{> '' >. "<~.<···. '\ 
The « DistrictAg~OfYf>);\~~J! coope~J~twith other contractors in the 
d~xetQf!'"~nt andl~~tablisfilJ1!:;m, of gro~~pgwat_er storage programs. 

_.J:'1~~~1~t.qctAgenc¥11.~> m,~:~~~t~,t9-._store2Pr0Ject Water ma 
;Qto·undwat~r storage(grngtJm outsl(it~;:,jts service area for later use 
'#itbin its ~-f*.ice area\)]ftere shall t>e{ no limit on the amount of 
Proj~~t W~~n~e «Disftt(ltAgency1 » can store outside its service 

... area-gY.rL~~1JlfiYl.(¥§.§.( in a\\~~.n existing and operational groundwater 
· - -··.. . ~j9rage,p·rogram>--<. ·: . ~ \> 

~),;_ , T;;~t~ of :~~t~I Table A Amount stored in a 
··\grpundwater storage program outside a contractor's 

s~r.vice a'rea. 
\~~_:-) 
\ : .·_ .. ~. 

lr;_f,pcordance with applicable water rights law and the terms 
, ,, gfffiis Article, the «DistrictAgency1 » may transfer any 

·. ~nnual Table A Amount stored on or after the effective date 
'of the Water Management Amendment in a groundwater 
storage program outside its service area to another 
contractor for use in that contractor's service area. These 
transfers must comply with the requirements of Articles 
56(c)(4)(i)-(v), (6) and (7), and Article 57. The 
«DistrictAgency1 » will include these transfers in its 
preliminary water delivery schedule required in Article 12(a). 
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(2) Exchanges of any Annual Table A Amount stored in a 
groundwater storage program outside a contractor's 
service area. 

In accordance with applicable water rights law and the terms 
of this Article, the «DistrictAgency1 » may exchange any 
Annual Table A Amount stored on or after the effective date 
of the Water Management Amendment in a groundwater 
storage program outside its service area with another 
contractor for use in that contractor's service area. These 

/. -- . 

exchanges must comply wlttiitije requirements in Article 
56(c)(4)(i)-(v). The «Distrie.~gency1 » shall include these 
exchanges in its prelirµiil:@rv·~at~r delivery schedule 
pursuant to Article ,t2.(af., ·-,. -.. · · 

Article 56 Carryover-·W.ater and Transfers. ·Qr Exchanges of 
I_ ----,"" ' , Article 56 Carryover ,W_aJer . , 

.. " ,.. . ·,. 

(1) In acqor~ance with SQ.Y, @PQlipable water right§)aws, the 
«Distij~g,~mcy1 » may(~li~ to use Article 56'Carryover 
Water\y{U1it1:lts,~ervice area, or transfer or exchange Article 
56 Carrygv~rWateno anoth~·t c~ntractor for use in that 

. _ .. ~ontractor~i~§erv~~,~e..a. _in acC(?fd_~nce with the provisions 
_,_ ))fr $µbdivisiopr{ c)( ~kotffiJ$):Aricle~, .. The « DistrictAgency1 » 

· sll~ll1~ubmit t~:tt.1~!,Sfate a··p(~lilninary water delivery 
.. schijgµle on or-6.effire Octobef 1 of each year pursuant to 

.. ·. . - Arti~le J2(a), the\qy~ntity of water it wishes to store as 
·- ... Artiel,~~S~}~i!..ryovefr°Water in the next succeeding year, and 

··t~~: quantify1~:J.\rticllf56 Carryover Water it wishes to 
. . . tran$fer or excfia~ge with another contractor in the next 
",,~. · ~ucce~~ir.g year. The amount of Project Water the 

--\iOistric~{u=:.ricy1 » can add to storage in project surface 
cqo~ervat1on facilities and in nonproject surface storage 
fatil.ities located outside the «DistrictAgency1 »'s service 

·, ., . B;r~ each year shall be limited to the lesser of the percent of 
·, · . tfii1 <<DistrictAgency1 »'s Annual Table A Amount shown in 

·,,< < ~iumn 2 or the acre-feet shown in column 3 of the following 
~---·,,.table, depending on the State's final Table A water supply 

allocation percentage as shown in column 1. For the 
purpose of determining the amount of Project Water the 
«DistrictAgency1 » can store, the final water supply allocation 
percentage shown in column 1 of the table below shall apply 
to the «DistrictAgency1 ». However, there shall be no limit to 
storage in nonproject facilities in a year in which the State's 
final water supply allocation percentage is one hundred 
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1. 

percent. These limits shall not apply to water stored 
pursuant to Articles 12(e) and14(b). 

2. 3. 
Final Water Supply 

Allocation Percentage 
Maximum Percentage of 

«DistrictAgency1 »'s 
Annual Table A Amount 

That Can Be Stored 

Maximum Acre-Feet 
That Can Be Stored 

i . ·~ 

•. 1 •• 

··. · .. (2) ~tgr,age capacity in project surface conservation facilities at 
·. . .· ,·any time in excess of that needed for project operations shall 

be made available to requesting contractors for storage of 
·.. project and Nonproject Water. If such storage requests 

exceed the available storage capacity, the available capacity 
shall be allocated among contractors requesting storage in 
proportion to their Annual Table A Amounts for that year. 
The «DistrictAgency1 » may store water in excess of its 
allocated share of capacity as long as capacity is available 
for such storage. · 
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(3) If the State determines that a reallocation of excess storage 
capacity is needed as a result of project operations or 
because of the exercise of a contractor's storage right, the 
available capacity shall be reallocated among contractors 
requesting storage in proportion to their respective Annual 
Table A Amounts for that year. If such reallocation results in 
the need to displace water from the storage balance for any 
contractor or noncontractor, the water to be displaced shall 
be displaced in the following order of priority: 

"'·· 

First, water, if any, ~!oltd· for noncontractors; 
,... - ~~ 

Second, water .$tO.redt(dr: a contractor that previously 
was in exce,f.· ~f.that conta~tor's allocation of storage 
capacity; ,.~J;idi .. ~ ·,_ _ · ·, 

./··-

. •' 

Third, Wa.f~i.stored for a contractgr. .t~at previously 
was withitN{ial contr§lQtor's allocate.5i~§.!orage 

r· c~pacity. ',,, · · ',, ' 

The St~t~~flall,,getermi~e::yvjle;tther water stored in a project 
surface V(§t~fcq~ser'ation"ff(c.ilicy is subject to displacement 

. _____ and give a$i'mucti'n"cit1~-.as fea-$.ibl~ of a potential 
.. __ i(li~placemefi!~:\lf the1iQj~trlctAg~n:sy1 » transfers or 

ei~l,nges A~~·:j1:Car'fS'oY.~-~- Water pursuant to this 
sub~;~~~sion to a~tt?er contractor for storage in such facility, 
the .St~..te~shall re~IFulate the amount of water that is subject 

- t~1.,:p~oten]al.g,Lspla~ent for both contractors participating in 
't~~{ransfer:tof ~x~ha._nge. The State's recalculation shall be 

. maq_~-p_ursuanfta.1.:.iubdivision (4) of this Article. 

(4) \.Jr~nsfe~:Q!" Exchanges of Article 56 Carryover Water 
. . ~~..,.......... . 

\ 

Tlie, «DistrictAgency1 » may transfer or exchange its Article 
·,., ~8}~arryover Water as provided in this subdivision under a 

· ·, .. :' · · . . _.-transfer or an exchange agreement with another contractor. 
·----~. _., Water stored pursuant to Articles 12(e) and 14(b) and 

',. ·Nonproject Water shall not be transferred or exchanged. 
Transfers or exchanges of Article 56 Carryover Water under 
this subdivision shall comply with subdivision (f) of this 
Article and Article 57 as applicable, which shall constitute the 
exclusive means to transfer or exchange Article 56 
Carryover Water. 

On or around January 15 of each year, the State shall 
determine the maximum amount of Article 56 Carryover 
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Water as of January 1 that will be available for transfers or 
exchanges during that year. The State's determination shall 
be consistent with subdivisions (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this 
Article. 

The State shall timely process requests for transfers or 
exchanges of Article 56 Carryover Water by participating 
contractors. After execution of the transfer or exchange 
agreement between the State and the contractors 
participating in the transfer o~,exchange, the State shall 
recalculate each contractor's;:' $\orage amounts for the 
contractors participating)rf the· transfer or exchange. The 
State's recalculation $half res.ult in an increase by an amount 
of water within the §to.rage amounts for the contractor 
receiving the waJef: :~nd a decrease by the same amount of 
water for the qQ"ntr,actor transferring or e~changing water. 
The State's recalcJJlation shall be based: on the criteria set 
forth in the State~~t,~nsfer qrexchange.a'gre.~ment with the 
partic~p~~~ing contractqF$~ .. The State's calcula~ions shall also 
apply\wll-em .a contractot U§es Article 56 Carryover Water to 

~. V ~, • ' • 

complete:anJix.Q~ange. · 
·, . ..... 

. _ Transfers a._rtd excha.pges of ArtJcle 56 Carryover Water shall 
__ Jl'l~.et all oft~& .~011owihlj1c..tjriteria: · · _ 

··\ .. ·, .// ..... . ·. 

(i) Tt:itl"'Bfers or exchanges of Article 56 Carryover 
Wa(~F,are limited to a single-year. Project 

. __ ·-.. · -- ·~ Watetr',t~turned as part of an exchange under 
· · .. Jyppiviij1on (c)(4) may be returned over 

mult1p1e years. 

(ii); The «DistrictAgency1 » may transfer or 
· ... ·exchange an amount up to fifty percent (50%) 

of its Article 56 Carryover Water to another 
contractor for use in that contractor's service 
area. 

(iii) Subject to approval of the State, the 
«DistrictAgency1 » may transfer or exchange 
an amount greater than 50% of its Article 56 
Carryover Water to another contractor for use 
in that contractor's service area. The 
«DistrictAgency1 » seeking to transfer or 
exchange greater than 50% of its Article 56 
Carryover Water shall submit a written request 
to the State for approval. The 
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«DistrictAgency1 »r making such a request 
shall demonstrate to the State how it will 
continue to meet its critical water needs in the 
current year of the transfer or exchange and in 
the following year. 

(iv) The contractor receiving the water transferred 
or exchanged under subdivisions (4)(i) or (ii) 
above shall confirm in writing to the State its 
need for the watei that year and shall take 
delivery of the waJer transferred or exchanged 
in the sam/e:,Year.' 

,t,_.4- • '• 

(v) Subj~ct to:the approval of the State, the 
« ~$.tti9lAgency1 » ·m~y. seek. an exception to 
\h'IJequirements of sub9ivisions (4)(i), (ii), and 
(iii):at>ove. The «DistrictAg:enpy1 » seeking an 
exce~tiQ_n sh9:,lk$.1J.bmit a written.request to the 
State 'c:l~mpns~ating to the S~t~ t~e need for 

. -. _ .1) using PlOJ@:tt surface conservation facilities 
·· ---. _ 'a§. the trans~itQr exchange point for Article 56 

'da.._[f'yqyer Wat~.r if_the receiving contractor 
\. _cannat:~tak~ delive™ <;>f the transfer or 
'\ ~e_xch~n:91'-W°ater in ·tttat same year, 2) using 

, -~-Oj@~!:surface,_~f)Servation facilities for th~ 
tran~fer or exchange of one contractor's Article 

:\;--,. 
_ 56 ~ar.ryover Water to another contractor to 

~- ·./edu~t~e risk of the water being displaced, or 
"'- ,<3)1fQ.r sgine other need . 

..... , .. '-., 

...... _ 

(5) ··.\.J;ne restq~iens on storage of Project Water outside a 
<<ll>i~trictAgency1 »'s service area provided for in this 
sql)division (c), shall not apply to storage in any project 
offF§tream storage facilities constructed south of the 

__ d.~_l,ta after the date of the Monterey Amendment. 

(6) For any Project Water stored outside its service area 
pursuant to subdivisions (b) and (c), the «DistrictAgency1 » 
shall pay the State the same (including adjustments) for 
power resources (including on-aqueduct, off-aqueduct, and 
any other power) incurred in the transportation of such 
water as the «DistrictAgency1 » pays for the transportation 
of Annual Table A Amount to the reach of the project 
transportation facility from which the water is delivered to 
storage. If Table A Amount is stored, the Delta Water 
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Charge shall be charged only in the year of delivery to 
interim storage. For any stored water returned to a project 
transportation facility for final delivery to its service area, the 
«DistrictAgency1 » shall pay the State the same for power 
resources (including on-aqueduct, off-aqueduct, and any 
other power) incurred in the transportation of such water 
calculated from the point of return to the aqueduct to the 
turn-out in the «DistrictAgency1 »'s service area. In addition, 
the «DistrictAgency1 » shall pay all incremental operation, 
maintenance, and replacemepJ ~osts, and any other 
incremental costs, as deter.min~d by the State, which shall 
not include any administrati~e.. or contract preparation 
charge. Incremental cp$lt,shallmean those nonpower 
costs which would pgfbt:!'incu'rr@.dd.f such water were 
scheduled for or .. dgllyered to the, «Q,j_s~rictAgency1 » 's 
service area iQ$leJd-of to interim sior:,g~ outside the 
service area. OQIY-· those contractors rio~ pa_rticipating in the 
repayment of a re~g,shall 9e,r~quired to-~ay a use of 
facilitie~t charge for U$e pfr~tf!ach for the deliv~ry of water 
to, or: tet!im .of water rrotn\, ,tnterim storage. · 

._ .... ~. • 'w ' • • .... 
~ .. ' . 

' . 
(7) A «Distribt:Ager1cy_i:»· e.lecting-t9: $!ore Project Water in a 

nq~projed·f c.~lity wi!b}Jl'! th~ setvi~~l area of another 
· · ~nt(actor sfi,.ll e~,t.~Je 'a:~~tract-with that other contractor 

priortQ storingi:jJJ§ljrwater wlii§h shall be in conformity with 
this 'Article and wnnnclude at least provisions concerning the 
p~intot de!tvery aq:(t_~he time and method for transporting 
.$Yclr watet ·-. -.. ,. · 

.,..,... ••• , ........... ...:._~_ ... "I. .... •, ~ • ')........... .............. \~ ...... _,; 

· ·N~;.~enria~e~_t walef,'fransfers of Project Water (d) 

Notwitt,suindin'g;U,~ provisions of Article 15(a), the State hereby 
consent,.·tp the «D1strictAgency1 » transferring Project Water 
putside iJ$'-Jservice area in accordance with the following: 

·,. ....., / 

(tl , / The participating contractors shall determine the duration 
''·~ ~nd compensation for all water transfers, including single-

- year transfers, Transfer Packages and multi-year transfers. 

(2) The duration of a multi-year transfer shall be determined by 
the participating contractors to the transfer, but the term of 
the transfer agreement shall not extend beyond the term of 
the Contract with the earliest term. 

(3) A Transfer Package shall be comprised of two or more water 
transfer agreements between the same contractors. The 
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State shall consider each proposed water transfer within the 
package at the same time and shall apply the transfer 
criteria pursuant to Article 57 in the review and approval of 
each transfer. The State shall not consider a Transfer 
Package as an exchange. 

(e) Continuance of Article 12(e) Carry-over Provisions 

The provisions of this Article are in addition to the provisions of 
Article 12(e), and nothing in this Arti~J~;,shall be construed to modify 
or amend the provisions of Article );~(pr Any contractor electing to 
transfer or exchange Project ~c!f§it:guring any year in accordance 
with the provisions of subdiv~i.ttt;f(ol~Uhis Article, shall not be 
precluded from using the prQvisions ofl:ArtJcle 12(e) for carrying 
over water from the lasyt~Jee months onft~.tyear into the first three 
months of the succe~ifi'year. ·,. 

'._/:-., 

(f) Bona Fide Exchanges';R~r~itte~//:_> '\_; 
"<·:.···:·., .. /:' ::i,' ' 

Notwithstan~t&Q/·!h~ provisi~~h-~i~j;p;rticle 15(a), the ·~fate hereby 
consents to th"'~1dt>ljtrig!Agency1~te~changing Project Water 
outside its servi~"'\ areat~JtsistenfY.(ltq~~his Article. Nothing in this 
A~~~L7:hall preVe~t~h-~<IO.it~~jg!;Agenc~1l?. fr?m entering into bona 

_tfj~::~)~l~-:lliJlges of ~U~Ject}1¥@teitJgt~se·-Qats1de the 
::_:.,pistric~~pcy1_»'s\~i~,:area·-wtt~!:Pther parties for Project 
·J/V~er or N~pproJect ~~~r 1f the State consents to the use of the 
Prqji~~ w,Jf.9-~tside tff~li<DistrictAgency1 »'s service area. Also, 

· .. notflibgsJoj'tlfi).stAf:ti~l~ shaU::grevent the «DistrictAgency1 » from 
, · _;_~--.. _ ·:cgr,tin1i1ftgr:lhos~x~tft~.g~(Qr sale arrangements entered into prior 

··r~i~~pteih~~t1, 1995~*thing in this Article shall prevent the 
«Di~!'Ei~tAgen~J» from continuing those exchange or sale 

"<.:->· arrari~gE!cpents'·e'~~red into prior to the effective date of this 
··". ·:>~. Amend~e.pt whicl·had previously received any required State 

· ···-.:_>·,. approval~~,\ The State recognizes that the hydrology in any given 
···, .. /~~ar is iititnportant factor in exchanges. A "bona fide exchange11 

, sij~~J~)i an exchange of wa~er involving the «DistrictAgency1 » 
an~R$>ther party where the pnm_ary consideration for one party 
furmsfimg water to another party 1s the return of a substantially 
similar amount of water, after giving due consideration to the 
hydrology, the length of time during which the water will be 
returned, and reasonable payment for costs incurred. In addition, 
the State shall consider reasonable deductions based on expected 
storage or transportation losses that may be made from water 
delivered. The State may also consider any other nonfinancial 
conditions of the return. A "bona fide exchange11 shall not involve a 
significant payment unrelated to costs incurred in effectuating the 
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exchange. The State, in consultation with the contractors, shall 
have authority to determine whether a proposed exchange of water 
constitutes a "bona fide exchange" within the meaning of this 
paragraph and not a disguised sale. 

(g) Exchanges of Project Water 

Exchanges of Project Water shall be consistent with Article 57. In 
addition, the State shall apply the following criteria to its review of 
each exchange of Project Water as,J.eiJorth below: 

(1) Exchange Ratio 
.... -"· . 

Exchange ratio sh,11, r:nean the'ilrnpunt of water delivered 
from a contractor'$. project supply- in a year to another 
contractor con;aria.;ed to the amount of w.ater returned to the 
first contactor h·tai.$Ubsequent year by the other contactor. 
All exchanges sh'alli.b~ subje§t lo the appliga.ble exchange 
ratio ip-_ tQiS Article as~(tgt~r:mft,ed by the allo~tion 
~f ava.!l~~~~--~~pply for't~~-nnual Table A Amount at th~ 
time th~:@Xej,Joge transac!f.P{l between the contractors 1s 
executed.· ._ · ··-··< · · -. ~- _' _ 

-_(a) 

. (b),; 

(c)· 

(d): 

t2) 

For allgpation~-, g,t@~ter than1 or equal to 50%, the 
exchahQ,fV'itiO shalf be: no greater than 2 to 1. 

·~~ . . . ..... , 

\ .• , --~' 
_f 9r allocaqQJJS greater than 25% and less than 50%1 

m,1ei~_~ang~l ratio shall be no greater than 3 to 1 . 
... \., 

For allricatj_~ns greater than 15% and less than or 
equal to 25%, the exchange ratio shall be no greater 
than 4 to 1. 

For allocations less than or equal to 15%, the 
exchange ratio shall be no greater than 5 to 1. 

Cost Compensation 

The State shall determine the maximum cost compensation 
calculation using the following formula: 

The numerator shall be the exchanging contractor's 
conservation minimum and capital and transportation 
minimum and capital charges, including capital 
surcharges. DWR will set the denominator using the 
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., 
/ 

(h) 

"·- ...... _' 

State Water Project allocation which incorporates the 
May 1 monthly Bulletin 120 runoff forecast. 

If the «DistrictAgency1 » submits a request for approval of an 
exchange prior to May 1, the State shall provide timely 
approval with the obligation of the contractors to meet the 
requirement of the maximum compensation. If the maximum 
compensation is exceeded because the agreement between 
the contractors is executed prior to the State Water Project 
allocation as defined in (c)(2) .. ~.b.9ve, the contractors will 
revisit the agreement betw~~lli}he two contractors and make 
any necessary adjustm~n~Jtctthe compensation. If the 
contractors make any,aaJgstments to the compensation, they 
shall notify the Staie. \ .. :-> '·, ·. 

(3) Period Durin~J WJltc:h the Water Maf S,e Returned: 
'" - ~' ' ·, ' 

The period for the-~ater to 9e:returned shQl.kQot be greater 
than tQyears and stt~UngtgJ>' beyond the ·expiration date of 
this C~~fa.qt. If the retU,tli·:Qrthe exchange wafer cannot be 
complete.~~\/(itlli_n, 10 years\Jt:1,e State may approve a request 
for an ext,e.ns)oft_~f.tirne. '·, .. _ ; ·,' 

'QJ;"tlrr:.JrJ,isfers \\ '. // ' 
• .~ ' ... ~" \ ... ,. • ....... /.,,~ ; • c' :.•":•• 

No,thing in' ·this Article'~b~Wmodify or amend the provisions of 
Artj¢1e.s 1 ~(aI; J S(a) or A,ttjcle 41, except as expressly provided for 
in sul:}diYri§i~ .. ns1 (~);i[ld (d)l:§f.this Article and in subdivision (d) of 
Article' ~·11. . ···< ·-- \ ·: 

--· ..... , '.,- -- ' ..... . 
... , - .... , ... 
\"' ... 

.. 
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NEW CONTRACT ARTICLES 

ARTICLE 57 IS ADDED TO THE CONTRACT AS A NEW ARTICLE AS FOLLOWS: 

57. Provisions Applicable to Both Transfers and Exchanges of Project Water 

,• 

(a) Nothing in this Article modifies or limits Article 18 (a). 

(b) Transfers and exchanges shall not have the protection of Article 14(b). 

(b) The «DistrictAgency1 » may be both a b4y,grr:~nd seller in the same year 
and enter into multiple transfers and e,xefianges within the same year. 

(d) Subject to the State's review ang ... ~pproval, alHransfers and exchanges 
shall satisfy the following crite5iar · ·· 

, 

. ,, 
(1) Transfers and exchangeishall comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. -
. ' . / ~" 

(2) Transfers an~texcb_anges shalUn·o~impact the financial integrity of 
the State Waf8<tr)'r(iject, Transfe~, and exchange agreements shall 
include provisio1;1Jl_tci-CQVe[,all costs,to the State for the movement 
of wat~r such as ~g~er -co$tl,aQd use .. pf facility charge. 

' .. \ '. / . ·, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

- Trarisfe~at1d exch.atllt,§§i~~all be~ tr~nsparent, including 
-,~mplian~:with subd~l~l~s (g) ancf(h) of this Article. 

~, ... '~ . ' ... ,.. ~ 

Tran~fer$;Jnd@xchangesiJh_all not harm other contractors not 
_particip~t.in·g in th'e~t@Dif~rgr exchange. 

Traq$f@rs ari~1-~~changes shall not create significant adverse 
impac\$ t.o the"s~iVice area of each contractor participating in the 
transfe't~~r exchange. 

(6) -, transfe~:~nd exchanges shall not adversely impact State Water 
·. P.roj~9.ti»P.erations. 

(e) The «DistrictAgency1 » may petition the State and the State 
shall have discretion to approve an exception to the criteria 
set forth in subdivision (d) in the following cases: 

(1) When a transfer or an exchange does not meet the 
criteria, but the «DistrictAgency1 » has determined 
that there is a compelling need to proceed with the 
transfer or exchange. 
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(f) 

(g) 

120 

(2) When the «DistrictAgency1 » has received water in a 
transfer or an exchange and cannot take all of the 
water identified in the transaction in the same year, 
the «DistrictAgency1 » may request to store its water 
consistent with Article 56(c), including in San Luis 
Reservoir. 

The State will timely process such requests for scheduling 
the delivery of the transferred,,Qr.exchanged water. 
Contractors participating in_.a';frJnsfer or an exchange shall 
submit the request in a tirri~i~tmanner. 

~"· ~ ' 

The District shall, f917 ~ach trarisfer or exchange it 
participates in, cgnfion to the State: in ,a resolution or other 
appropriate doc'1llJ1Efnt approving the,trQusfer or exchange, 
including use b~Ar:ticle 56(c) stored wat~r;- that: 

' . ~-

(1) 

(2) 

(3)( 

(4)'-

(5). 
I 

/ 

(7) 

"· 

. The «DistrictAg,en.c¥1>~ has complied·wilh all 
•,: afi~li~~ble laws> ... , . . :,· ·.Ci 

Tlie: «Distl.i~tAgencyl>~~ bas provided any required 
notice$ to pubii~:,agencies and the public . . ·.,, .. . ··-. 

"; ~I//,, 

The «b~trie~g~ncyti~, ·h,as provided the relevant 
terms to\a0i1contractors·and to the Water Transfers 
C.~mmitt~~·Qf the State Water Contractors 
A~:QC~~tiori\ --._ 

..., '···, .... ''· "··.,_ \ .. 
The «Disttt§tAgency1 » is informed and believes that 

.. " ti,~ transfer· or exchange will not harm other 
contr~ctors. 

The «DistrictAgency1 » is informed and believes that 
the transfer or exchange will not adversely impact 
State Water Project operations. 

The «DistrictAgency1 » is informed and believes that 
the transfer or exchange will not affect its ability to 
make all payments, including payments when due 
under its Contract for its share of the financing costs 
of the State's Central Valley Project Revenue Bonds. 

The «DistrictAgency1 » has considered the potential 
impacts of the transfer or exchange within its service 
area. 
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(h) Dispute Resolution Process Prior to Executing an 
Agreement 

The State and the contractors shall comply with the following 
process to resolve disputes if a contractor that is not 
participating in the transfer or exchange claims that the 
proposed transfer and/or exchange has a significant adverse 
impact. 

/ 

i. Any claim to a signifj~ntadverse impact may only be 
made after the «t,)i~mefAgency1 » has_submitted the 
relevant terms py~_CJaQ! to Article 57(g)(3) and before 
the State apprpVes a tra($f~r or an exchange 
agreement( ./ '· ·-.. 

.," ,• 

( ..... 

ii. In the ev~rit.~hat any dispute cah~Qtbe resolved 
among the1@I1~ractor~~i"the State wijlicpnvene a group 

. iry~luding thE{Q~P;,~~nt's Chief of th~.-§tate Water 
\ l?tPJ@_pt Analysis·:~ffi~, the Department's Chief 
~~~tJfi~~L~~d the O~a.r,tment's Chief of the Division of 
O~eratitf~Jl..( their de~i9pees and the contractors 
involv,.ed. Tlil~J~Qotractortj;.representatives shall be 

' \ 

-\~ik 

\,. ,.._ "~,.. ... .. ·, -':,. 

chosetk,by ea§f)):~gntr~ctoi\,,,Any contractor claiming a 
. \ signifi~rn.t~)lerselmp'_~~t must submit written 

documenJatio'n to support this claim and identify a 
proposed',ol~tion. This documentation must be 
RC~Vi~d 2 \'(~ks in advance of a meeting of the 
gro1f PJllla1)nctpdes the representatives identified in 

' . ·. this paragf!ph. 
·, 

·,-:lf,~hi§ group cannot resolve the dispute, the issue will 
be ·taken to the Director of the Department of Water 
Resources and that decision will be final. 
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WATER MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT IMPLEMENTING 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

IT IS FURTHER MUTUALLY AGREED that the following provisions, which shall not be 
part of the Water Supply Contract text, shall be a part of this Amendment and be 
binding on the Parties. 

1. EFFECTIVE DATE OF WATER MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT / ... 

(a) The Water Management Amendment -~~~II.fake effect ciwater 
Management Amendment effective c,tj_t~!c') qi"I. the last day of the calendar 
month in which the State and 24 .or)1lore cci'ntraqtors have executed the 
Water Management Amendm~.r,ttunless a finaljuqgment by a court of 
competent ju~is_dicti~n has qe.~p:· e·ntered that the ·vva~e~ Management 
Amendment 1s mvahd or unenforceable or a final order has been entered 
that enjoins the implementatioi{9:f, tpe Wc;!te~:Managern~rtAmendment. 

~~' - ' 

(b) If any part ofJtie:VV.ater Manag~ment Amendment of-any contractor 
is determined,·l)y ·a·J~'9yrt of com·p~t~nt jurisdiction in a final 
judgment or ord~tto·b~1nv~lid or'u11~nforceable, the Water 
ME!na.9.~ment Am,n~menb(Qf·.~11 contr~ct9rs shall be of no force 
an~::-~ffect unless th~iStatE}.an~,:i4.- or mote contractors agree any 
th~ remai'l1ing provisi9~1;1§t0Hhe contr:a(;t may remain in full force 

; -~hd effect\' \ i, ' · · ·, '· 

<: (C) · 

(d) 

If 24· or: more. contractors' have not executed the Water 
-. ManaQ'~rt1~niAm~n~rne11f riy February 28, 2021 then within 30 
·d~ys the·siat~, after·ooo~ultation with the contractors that have 
executed the ,amendment, shall make a determination whether to 
waiv·e~ttl~ reqJ'r(e.o:,.ent of subdivision (a) of this effective date 
provisioi,'.-:,The State shall promptly notify all contractors of the 
State's qetermination. If the State determines, pursuant to this 

, · Article t9 ~Oow the Water Management Amendment to take effect, it 
spcil_~ !c,t~~:' effect only as to those consenting contractors. 

,.:. -- h: ·~ ... -h ' ... 

If any'contractor has not executed the Water Management 
Amendment within sixty (60) days after its effective date pursuant 
to subdivisions (a) through (c) of this effective date provision, this 
Amendment shall not take effect as to such contractor unless the 
contractor and the State, in its discretion, thereafter execute such 
contractor's Water Management Amendment, in which case the 
Water Management Amendment effective date for purposes of that 
contractor's Amendment shall be as agreed upon by the State and 
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contractor, and shall replace the effective date identified in 
subdivision (a) for that contractor. 

2. ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACTS WITHOUT WATER MANAGEMENT 
AMENDMENT 

The State shall administer the water supply contracts of any contractors that do 
not execute the Water Management Amendment in a manner that is consistent 
with the contractual rights of such contractors. These contractors' rights are not 
anticipated to be affected adversely or benefited by. the Water Management 
Amendments. , 

3. OTHER CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

Except as amended by this Amend~,t3nt, _all provisions. of the contract shall be 
and remain the same and in full force·. and effect, provided, however, that any 
reference to the definition of a terni in'Article 1, shall be deemed. to be a 

~ . . 

reference to the definition of that term·; i'.}otwithst?ncUng that the.: d@finition has 
been re-lettered within Art!.c.l~ 1. In prepari_ng ?'®_nsolidated contr~9t, the parties 
agree to update all such ref~rences to refle~ the definitions' letterihg within 
Article 1. · 

4. DocuSign 

The Partie~: agree to ae.®pt electrgnic §.fgnature~. g~nerated using DocuSign as 
original sign'a(ures. . . .· '< . 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Amendment on 
the date first above written. 

Approved as to Legal Form 
and Sufficiency: 

Chief Counsel 
Department of Water Resources 

Approved as to Form: 

General Counsel 
«Contractor le» 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

Director 

Date 

«CONTRACTOR_up» 

General Manager 

Date 
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